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Spring Fashion Trends
By Lisa Charleyboy
As grand memories of the Winter Olympics melt away, spring is poised to take centre stage. Now is the
time of wistful wishing for all things light, airy, and breezy in our wardrobes. Here’s a peek at a few of
the top trends that you can easily integrate and incorporate into your wardrobe this spring, no matter
what your style or shape.
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Ruffle Ready
Ruffles are remaining a strong trend statement for the fourth season in a row. At Marc Jacobs, they
showed up in tailored pants, dresses, and tops. At D&G, they were present in both denim and lace
incarnations, reminiscent of a western boudoir. Whether you go naughty or nice, ruffles are a great nod
to a hot season trend that you can easily incorporate into your wardrobe. The trick is to place them in a
spot that you want to emphasize.

RUFFLE FRONT
DRESS
$189.00 Sale $75.90

Buy it
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CHIFFON RUFFLE

RUFFLE BLOUSE

FRONT DRESS WITH

Larger photo

$143.00

Jon Charmeuse

TIE BELT

Buy it

Ruffle Shirt - Long

$95.00 Sale $57.00

at The Shopping Channel

Buy it

Similar items

Sleeve - For Women
$297.00 Sale $69.95

at The Shopping Channel

Buy it

Similar items

at Sierra Trading Post

Similar items
Shop for Ruffles

Pretty in Print
While one can almost bank on a floral print being in for spring, there are many other options available
for your perusal this season. Crafty choices like marbling prints were at Alexander McQueen, while
tie-dye continues its comeback at Mulberry, Proenza Schouler, and Calvin Klein. Even a retro black and
white geometric print showed up at Givenchy and Junya Watanabe. And the usual floral suspects
showed up both at Prada and Versace. Let your imagination go wild this season, and spring for a hint of
print.

Larger photo

Larger photo

Larger photo

Larger photo

Beautiful by Pura

Beautiful by Pura

Beautiful by Pura

Donna Ricco Bubble

Vida Printed
Sundress -

Vida Panel Print
Sundress -

Vida Small Print
Tunic Sundress -...

Dress - Silk - For
Women

Sleeveless - For...

Sleeveless -...

$38.00 Sale $19.16

$158.00 Sale $84.95

$36.00 Sale $18.00

$45.00 Sale $23.16

Buy it

Buy it

Buy it

Buy it

at Sierra Trading Post

at Sierra Trading Post

at Sierra Trading Post

at Sierra Trading Post

Similar items

Similar items

Similar items

Similar items

Shop for Prints | Shop for Florals

Grecian Girl
Who would have guessed that being knotty could ever be a good thing? Well ladies, get in the loop,
‘cause knots are hot right now. They showed up all over Burberry’s runway in knotted dresses, detailing
on blouses, and even skirts. Now this effect goes hand-in-hand with draping, as is evident when
harkening back to Greco-Roman dress. Donna Karan had plenty of delicious draping, especially
apparent in her long jersey gowns. Draping and knotting are both clever ways to disguise areas where
you may not want fabric to cling.
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TIE FRONT DRESS

JESS SHIRT

$149.00 Sale $79.90

$160.00 Sale $112.00

ASYMMETRICAL
KNOT TOP

Buy it

Buy it

$89.00 Sale $62.30

at The Shopping Channel

at The Shopping Channel

Buy it

Similar items

Similar items

at The Shopping Channel

Similar items
Shop for Knotted Shirts & Tops | Shop for Cowl Neck Dresses, Shirts & Tops

Military Moments
There’s nothing like crisp khaki in the spring, and this season is no exception. Chloé’s khaki is certainly
more boyish and boxy, while Balmain’s take is more British military, complete with brass buttons and
fringed epaulettes. Military influences have been a popular fashion folly since the height of the Roman
empire, but be mindful not to create your own clothing assault. Accentuate in an understated way, and
whether you fancy utilitarian chic or studded warrior, remember to keep it minimal.
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Orvis Ultimate

Dr. Scholls Original

Ariat Camo Craze

Bogner Hilary-1

Khakis Stand-Collar

Womens Habit Shoe

Mini Hobo Purse -

Jacket - Cotton - For

Jacket

(Blue Camo Fabric)

Leather

Women

$89.00

$59.00

$149.95 Sale $89.95

$880.00 Sale $449.95

Buy it

Buy it

Buy it

Buy it

at Orvis

at Shoes.com

at Sierra Trading Post

at Sierra Trading Post

Similar items

Similar items

Similar items

Similar items

Shop Woman's Spring Fashion
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